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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY:
This industry brief builds on the knowledge and subject matter expertise of business leaders, subject
matter experts, regulators and customers. The findings and analysis are the result of insights gathered
while consulting with the different actors in the Microinsurance value chain. The study will primarily
entail surveys, in-depth interviews and focus-group discussion to be able to determine what each
stakeholder has been doing in the past one year and know what else is in the pipeline. FGDs and
interviews took about sixty to ninety minutes hours per session to complete. Secondary data was
obtained from a literature review of microinsurance research studies and publications, government
statistical reports from the BSP and the Insurance Commission, news reports and annual reports
submitted by different actors in the sector.
The timing of this briefing accompanies technological innovations in the use of block chain, the thrust
for disaster risk insurance and an industry need to maximize existing and identify new distribution
channels in the Philippines.
Latest IMF (International Monetary Fund) reports highlight a strong economic growth due to robust
public investments, with growth projected at 6.5% for 2018 and 6.7% in 2019. However, country faces
challenges from rising inflation, tighter global financial conditions, geopolitical channeling. Philippines
still needs to tackle persistent poverty and inequality and to ensure that growth benefits everyone. The
country is a hot bed of natural disasters due to its geographical location. Philippines lies in the “Pacific
Ring of Fire”, an area rife with earthquakes and volcanic activity occur due to constant shifting of the
Eurasian and the Pacific tectonic plates.

There are also about 300 volcanoes, of which 22 are active. An average of 22 extreme weather events
such as typhoons and cyclones hit the country annually causing urban and rural flooding, landslides.
The archipelago consists of over 7000 islands thus making the country vulnerable to tsunamis and
climate change. Micro, Small and Medium enterprises (MSME’s), Small Holder Farmers and LowIncome Workers suffer the most during disasters or personal calamities. Department of Trade and
Industry (DTI), though its MSME Development Plan 2017-2022 aims to double its efforts to the enable
MSME’s become more competitive, innovative, sustainable and resilient. 78% of farms in the
Philippines are less that 3 ha. Coupled with an aging farming community (Average Filipino farmer is 57)
and increasing intensity of disasters providing financial security to masses has become a priority for
regulators, private players, civil society groups and development agencies.
Microinsurance products and services have proven to mitigate financial risks and reducing the
vulnerability of people at the bottom of pyramid. Technavio's reports forecasted the micro-insurance
market in the Philippines to grow at a CAGR of 21.47% during the period 2016-2020. This growth is
expected to provide microinsurance coverage to 16.3 million households (73.3 million Filipinos) by 2020
(ICMIF Report). Although, the industry has showcased impressive growth and has one of the most
advanced microinsurance markets in the world the penetration rate is only 25.4% (Insurance
Commission Report). In order for the country to reach its target of 48.7% penetration by 2022 industry
actors are proactively expanding their reach and innovating new ways to reach their target customers.
This approach is leading to the expanding existing channels, developing new distribution channels,
investing in capacity building and exploring digital technologies.
This study would provide readers with a snapshot of the reach, marketing activities, operations, target
demographics, policies and CSR activities. The report will also touch upon the digital technologies
currently being explored and a few recommendations on what different stakeholders can look into for
scaling up operations.

INTRODUCTION TO GIZ
As a service provider in the field of international cooperation for sustainable development and
international education work, we are dedicated to shaping a future worth living around the world. GIZ
has over 50 years of experience in a wide variety of areas, including economic development and
employment promotion, energy and the environment, and peace and security. The diverse expertise of
our federal enterprise is in demand around the globe – from the German Government, European Union
institutions, the United Nations, the private sector and governments of other countries. We work with
businesses, civil society actors and research institutions, fostering successful interaction between
development policy and other policy fields and areas of activity. Our main commissioning party is the
German Federal Ministry for Economic Cooperation and Development (BMZ).

WHAT IS A MICROINSURANCE POLICY?
Microinsurance is an activity providing specific insurance, insurance-like and other similar products and
services that meet the needs of the low-income sector for risk protection and relief against distress,
misfortune and other contingent events. This shall include all forms of insurance, insurance–like and
other similar activities with the following features:
• Premiums, contributions, fees or charges are collected/deducted prior to the occurrence of a
contingent or unforeseen event; and
• Guaranteed benefits are provided upon the occurrence of the contingent or unforeseen event.
Microinsurance product is a financial product or service where:
•

•
•

•

The amount of premiums, contributions, fees or charges, computed on a daily basis, does not
exceed five (5) percent of the current daily minimum wage rate for non-agricultural workers in Metro
Manila;
The maximum sum of guaranteed benefits is not more than 500 times the daily minimum wage rate
for non-agricultural workers in Metro Manila.
The amount of premiums, contributions, fees or charges, computed on a daily basis, does not
exceed 7.5 percent of the current daily minimum wage rate for non-agricultural workers in Metro
Manila;
The maximum sum of guaranteed benefits is not more than 1000 times the daily minimum wage
rate for non-agricultural workers in Metro Manila.
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CONTEXT
Philippines is ranked fourth in the world and first in Asia in terms
of enabling financial inclusion in its 55 jurisdictions. The
of the current
National Strategy for Financial Inclusion (NSFI) has led to a
substantial increase in the number of municipalities with at least microinsurance market
one financial services access point from 88% in 2015 to 92 % remains untapped while
in 2017. However, the microinsurance penetration in the
the market continues to
Philippines is only around 27%. From a business perspective
this number represents an opportunity and from a social grow with the projected
perspective a need. The question here is; How can we create increase in population
new value propositions and capture untapped value in local
markets. One answer could be to assess existing distribution chains and determine which factors,
programs, policies and technologies are needed to scale up microinsurance products and services in
the Philippines.

53%

This report aims to highlight specific programs and initiatives currently being undertaken by providers,
agents, cooperatives, associations, regulators and other actors to capture market value and expand the
distribution channel reach in the country.

THE PHILIPPINES MICROINSURANCE DISTRIBUTION CHAIN

Figure 1

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS OVERVIEW
COOPERATIVE MODEL
In the cooperative model, the insurer is owned by members, who share in the benefits and costs of the
insurance operations, often with members’ liability limited to their premium contributions. Cooperative
Insurance Societies (CISs) are for profit enterprise which require institutional membership. Cooperative
insurers may or may not be owned by members. In terms of products and services cooperatives provide:
•
•
•
•

Life Insurance
Non-Life Insurance
Credit Insurance
Health Insurance

In the Philippines, CISs provide both group and individual products, which are offered to institutional
members on a voluntary basis. Institutional members in turn offer these products and services on a
mandatory basis to their individual members. Institutional members serve as the primary distribution
channels for CISs thus lowering operating and marketing costs.

MARKET COVERAGE FOR CISs

Figure 2 – Regional Policy Distribution

CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS OF CISs

Figure 3 – Customer Demographics of CIS Customers

Out of the 977 CDA
registered cooperatives,
around 70% were
engaged in some form of
insurance-like activity
(ICMIF Report)

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF CISs
Tax Exception: Section 30 of the National Internal Revenue Code of 1997 (NIRC) exempts non-stock
non-profit associations from paying tax on income they receive. This includes CISs and
Microinsurance MBAs.
Distribution Costs: CISs have practically no distribution costs has institutional members are tapped to
both promote and sell the products and services. Additionally, primary cooperative members owners
of a CIS can also obtain a license from the Insurance Commission to sell Mi products. However, this
is contingent on the agent selling to only the individual members of the primary cooperative.
High Customer Retention: Currently, there is no formal way of assessing customer satisfaction in the
cooperative model. However, by analyzing policy growth in large companies we can assume that in
there is a high satisfaction level among customers. For example, 1CISP grew its asset size from PHP
240 Million in 2013 to PHP 2 Billion in 2018. This exponential growth highlights both a strong
distribution channel as well has good customer service.
Regulatory Oversight: Major players, such as 1CISP, maintain highly collaborative relationship with
regulators. The company regularly requests for official consultations with different departments for
new products and services. This fosters knowledge exchange, mutual respect and healthy policy
making.
Customer Relationship During Disasters: Cooperatives are built strong customer on relationships and
member trust which allows them to be flexible in certain situations. For example, customers post
Yolanda many members lost their KYC documents however organizations such as 1CISP still
processed all claims as they knew individual customers history and credibility.

PAWNSHOPS
In the Philippines pawnshops are as common as bank branches and ATMs. Since a majority of Filipino
households get by on less than 500 PHP a day or less and limited access to traditional credit or banking
options exacerbates the problems for locals to secure emergency loans. The country is home to 18,500
pawnshops and BSP estimates that nearly three quarters of adults have used pawnshops services.
According pawnshops are present in 1,196 out of 1,634 cities and municipalities. This means that
pawnshops cover about 73 percent of local government units (LGUs), higher than the reach of banks,
which is at 64 percent. Traditionally jewelry is the most commonly pawned item in the Philippines.
However, in recent years, more and more different types such as smart phones and appliances etc. are
also being used. Apart from collateral-based loans pawn shops are being used for foreign currency
exchange, remittance, mobile loading, ticketing and banking services as well. This omni presence and
cultural acceptance makes pawnshops an effective channel to distribute microinsurance products and
services. Some of the largest brick and mortar pawnshop chains in the Philippines include:
•
•
•
•
•

Cebuana Lhuillier
M Lhuillier
Tambunting
Palawan Pawnshop
Villarica

A relatively new entrant PawnHero, an online pawnshop has disrupted the traditional business model
of having physical branches. anyone can submit a pawn request anytime, anywhere. Additionally, brickand-mortar PawnHero offers a lower a fixed interest rate (at 2.99%) which is up to half of what traditional
pawnshops in the Philippines offer. They also guarantee zero service charges, no hidden costs and no
late penalty making them an attractive choice for price sensitive consumers.

There are over 61,000
outlets of non-bank
companies providing
financial services, far
exceeding the 11,343
branches run by banks
(BSP Report)

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE OF PAWNSHOPS
Easy Setup and Wider Reach: Unlike banks, pawnshops are much easier much easier to set up in
terms of regulations. This ease of doing business is the reason they are much bigger in number
compared with banks. While there are over 18,000 pawnshop head offices and branches in the country,
there are only about 11,343 bank offices and branches. Further a pawnshop requires less space, less
staff, and needs much less capital (BSP requires PHP 100,000 capitalization).
Accessibility: According to a 2018 BSP report, an estimated 77% of Filipino adults do not have bank
accounts. A 2017 Financial Inclusion Survey stated that for those who do not have bank accounts, 60
percent of them cited not having enough money as a reason and 18 percent of the respondents
mentioned they do not have documentary requirements to open an account. This makes pawnshops
as a favorable choice for locals to access financial services.
Reputation: Traditionally, pawnshops have been associated with having a tendency to take advantage
of people in need of cash through profiteering. However, brands such as Cebuana Lhuillier have
established strong brand reputation and trust among locals. BSP data suggests the proportion of erring
pawnshops to the total number of industry players remains miniscule. In fact, the number of pawnshop
branches that have been the subject of complaints is equivalent to less than 5% of the industry.

INSURANCE COMMISSION
The Insurance Commission (IC) is the Government body responsible to regulate the insurance industry
in accordance with the provisions of the Insurance Code of the Philippines. Any organization which
seek to provide insurance must obtain a license from the Insurance Commission. These include:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Life
Non-life
Trusts
Mutual benefit associations (MBAs)
Composite Insurance Companies and their Intermediaries
Reinsurance Companies

IC is under the administrative supervision of the Philippine Department of Finance (DOF)
Objectives of the Insurance Commission:
Objectives:
• To promote growth and financial stability of insurance, pre-need, and HMO companies
• To professionalize insurance, pre-need, and HMO services, and develop insurance, pre-need, and
HMO consciousness among the general populace
• To establish a sound national insurance market
• To safeguard the rights and interest of the insuring public, pre-need and HMO customers

PHILIPPINES MICROINSURANCE MARKET
There is a total of 42 companies actively engaged in providing microinsurance products which are
composed 22 MBAs, 11 life companies and 9 nonlife insurance companies. Mutual organizations
dominate the microinsurance sector contributing 58.89 % of the total microinsurance coverage in the
Philippines. Premiums increased by 12.47% contributing to PHP 3.71 Billion as of end of first half of
2018.
Total Number of Individuals Covered by
Microinsurance (PHP Millions) - IC

Total Number of Individuals Covered by
Microinsurance (PHP Millions) - IC

Total Premium Production/Sector
(PHP Billions) -IC

Figure 4 – Philippines Microinsurance Snapshot

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
According to the IC, Rural Banks along with cooperatives and MFIs are the strongest distribution
channel in the Philippines followed by Pawnshops, Cooperatives and Coordinators. IC provided the
example of Cebuana Lhuillier as being a proactive player in the microinsurance space and highlighted
the organizations ability to leverage its 2,500 branches to quickly launch products and reduce time to
market. IC believes although cooperatives contribute to a smaller percentage, there are huge
unactualized opportunities which require further exploration. For coordinators, IC provided the example
of how CARD employs housewives to enable community level engagement

Figure 5 – Microinsurance Distribution Segments

Distribution Channel Strengths
•
•
•
•

Capacity to connect and raise awareness among people at the bottom of the pyramid
Trust among customers
Positive word of mouth and high brand reputation
Ability to process claims quickly and provide on demand assistance

Distribution Channel Weakness
•
•
•

Lack of exploration of new distribution channels (for example 24/7 retail shops)
Lack of design improvements among existing products and services
Lack of incentives for companies adhering to requirements set by regulators

New Opportunities:
• New product designs in the Agriculture products would open up untapped opportunities
•

Strong product designs on Micro-health is another unexplored business opportunity

TOP 3 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS OF DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Figure 6 – Key Success Factors for Microinsurance Distribution (According to IC)

MARKETING AND AWARENESS
There is lack of awareness and understanding of insurance in general and specifically microinsurance
by the target demographic. IC, in partnership MBAs and Cooperatives has intensified financial literacy
and microinsurance awareness campaigns, however, there is still a large section of the population
completely unaware about MI benefits. For example, IC conducted around 15 events as part of its
Region 4 roadshow in 2018 which drew in approximately 725 participants. A quick survey revealed that
just 2% of the attendees had heard the term microinsurance and a lower percentage was actually aware
about its benefits and functions.
Most sessions follow a face to face presentation format which includes the use of brochures, poster and
audience discussion to raise awareness among potential customers and each session lasts about 2.53 hours. As part of its efforts to reach far flung areas IC plans on conducting similar events in 2019 for
Region 3. In terms of participation women outnumbered men. Average age of participants was between
30 years-40 years.

Figure 7 – Gender Mix of IC’s Road Show Events

TECHNOLOGY
IC has not undertaken any formal study on blockchain yet and considers the technology to be still in its
infancy stage. Currently, there are no regulations or policies being drafted on it. However, IC considers
mobile, and Ecommerce platforms as competitive channels for microinsurance distribution. For
example, Cebuana Lhuillier partnered with Globe GCash. Policy seekers can now buy microinsurance
products directly through a phone balance debit, thus, improving accessibility and customer reach.

PIONEER INSURANCE
COMPANY BACKGROUND
Pioneer Life operations were established in 1964, and
its evolution has included a fruitful five-year joint
venture with Allianz AG of Germany in the form of
Pioneer Allianz. Following the joint venture in 2003, an
agreement was reached to move forward as a 100
percent Filipino-owned company.

Pioneer has over 18
million in 2017 enrollments
from a mere 28,760 in
2008

Today, Pioneer Life Inc. is a significant player in the industry, and it continues to grow with a record
number of Million Dollar Round Table qualifiers. Pioneer’s market leadership is highlighted by its strong
position across all non-life insurance lines, including property, marine, motor, and aviation. A non-life
subsidiary focusing on non-traditional insurance packages, Pioneer Intercontinental Insurance
Corporation, was established in 1966.
Pioneer established its operations in microinsurance in 2008 generating a total of 28,760 enrollments.
Today the company boasts 1.2-1.5 million enrollments/month and is partner to 60 institutions. The
company operates its country wide network with 250 employees and is known for providing quick, fair
and efficient claims processing.

PRODUCTS OFFERED
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Group Term Life
Group Personal Accident
Group Credit Life
Property Assistance
Crop Insurance
Accidental Medical Expenses
Daily Hospital Benefit
Daily Sickness Benefit
Burial Benefit
Cash Assistance

Currently the company’s premiums total PHP 1.2 Billion annually, making their
microinsurance unit the second largest contributor to their entire business and
the second largest microinsurance provider in the Philippines

DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Pioneer, works closely with five major distribution channels namely; Pawnshops, NGO’s, Cooperatives,
Microfinance Institutions and Rural Banks. For Pioneer, Pawnshops serve as the largest distribution
channel followed by Rural Ranks, NGO’s and lastly Cooperatives.

Figure 8 – Key Distribution Channels

•

•
•

Out of the 18 million enrollments, Cebuana Lhuillier Pawnshops contributed to almost sixty six
percent (12 M) of the total enrollments making them their largest and most effective distribution
channel partner in the country.
In the past 3 years alone, Pioneer has doubled their MFI partners to 100 in 2018.
The company is also looking at expanding its distribution channels through its brick and mortal shops
in SM Malls, Motorcycle Dealers and also exploring schools as possible distribution channels for MI
Products

Figure 9 – Policy Enrollments in Million (2018)

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD

Figure 10 – Geographic Spread of Pioneers Microinsurance Distribution Channels

CUSTOMER DEMOGRPAHICS OF PIONEER
Smaller business owners such as that of Sari-sari stores
serve as one of the key clients of Pioneer. There are more
than a million of these mom-and-pop convenience shops
across the Philippines and their omnipresence and cultural
strong roots makes them so economically significant. Since
Most sari-sari owners are which naturally makes them the
target demographic closely for microinsurance. In the
Philippines women have proven time and time again that
they are better at managing loans, making productive use of
capital and catalyzing community development.

The World Bank reports that
women own

30-37%

of small- and medium-sized
enterprises in emerging
markets.

Further, since the Philippine microinsurance sector is estimated to expand to 16.3 million households
(73.3 million Filipinos) by 2020, (ICMFI). It seems only logical to create more women centric programs
and policies to further increase country wide penetration. Working with the head of the household i.e.
mothers, has been a strong strategy for Pioneer, as women are able to see the direct benefits of
insurance security for their children in terms of health, education, safety and nutrition. The average age
of a Pioneer customer is between 40-65 years old.
Smaller business owners such as that of Sari-sari stores serve as one of the key clients of Pioneer.
There are more than a million of these mom-and-pop convenience shops across the Philippines and
their omnipresence and cultural roots makes them economically significant. Since most sari-sari owners
are women, thus by default it makes them the target demographic. In the Philippines women have
proven time and time again that they are better at managing loans, making productive use of capital
and catalyzing community development.

Figure 11 – Gender Split for Pioneers Customers

SUCCESS FACTORS FOR PIONEEER’S DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
•

Pioneer’s USP for its distribution network is its operational efficiency in processing claim
applications. The company is able to process a claim within a minimum of 24 hours to a
maximum of 5 days from the date of submission, making them hugely successful in retaining
customers and partners.

•

Operational efficiencies such as reducing the KYC requirements are also attributed
pioneer’s success. For example, the company allows scanned copies of documents as proof
of ownership. The company has also reduced the claim application requirement list from 20
to just 5. Additionally, in case customers cannot provide any proof, the company provides
an in-person assessment to validate claims. This kind of flexibility and customer centricity
ensures a high level of satisfaction among customers and channel partners.

•

The company retains a healthy mix of employees which comprises of Gen Z (30%) and Gen
Y (70%). Their oldest employee is 39.” Having a young and ambitious work force which is
technology savvy enables our distribution channels to grow faster” – Melinda Grace Labao,
Pioneer

•

The company has developed strong market credibility over the years by conducting grass
root level surveys and regular focus group discussions with partners. The company
conducts face to face discussions with established partners twice a year to map out pain
points, to assess the customer journey and to brainstorm new ideas. For new launches, the
company meets with partners once a month to ensure proper information dissemination
about products or services

•

The company also instituted a customer satisfaction survey to generate insights on its
enrollment and claims processing satisfaction levels. Based on the negative findings of a
survey a few months ago, the company was able to act quickly, course correct and improve
customer satisfaction level from a low of 7% to 70 % within a few months.

•

Customer retention is ensured through mandatory programs for partners, raffle promos for
voluntary programs and setting KPI’s for front liners. For exam ple, Cebuana Lhuillier, one
of Pioneers biggest distribution channels has been able to aggressively increase
penetration because MI sales are included as part of the KPI and incentive structures for
front line staff, something that is currently missing in other distribution channels.

TOP 3 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR PIONEEER’S DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS
Pioneer recommends focusing on 3 key areas i.e. Shared Partnership Values, Collaboration with
Regulators and Policy makers and Aggressive Volume Growth to ensure a sustained growth in the
Microinsurance sector. The company weighs each KSF equally and emphasizes giving each one equal
attention. “The Insurance Commissions openness to dialogue and consultations has been imperative

in growing the DC’s in the country. In the past 2 years there has been a lot of clarity in the guidelines
for DC’s, which has contributed significantly to our strong growth” – Melinda Grace Labao, Pioneer

Figure 12 – Pioneers Key Success Factors

Pioneer has experienced

60% to 70% YoY
growth, which is higher
than the market growth
rate

WALKING THE TALK (PIONEER AND CARD PARTNERSHIP)
A great example of how Pioneer, put its Key Success
Factors into practice was its partnership with CARD
(Center for Agricultural and Rural Development), a
Mutually Reinforcing Institution to form CPMI (CARD
Pioneer Microinsurance Inc.). Prior to the creation of
CPMI, CARD was a client of Pioneer. However, both
firms recognized a strong shared value and forged a
partnership to increase microinsurance volumes in the
Philippines.

CPMI works with over 100
institutional partners, has
issued over 18M policies
(2017) and generated PHP

900M in premiums

CPMI focuses on the community-based social development undertakings for improving the quality of
life of economically and socially challenged families and women in the country.
CPMI is 47.85-percent owned by Pioneer Insurance and Surety Corp. (PISC), 47 percent by CARD
Mutual Benefit Association Inc. (MBA), 2 percent by Card MRI Insurance Agency Inc. (CaMIA), 1.51
percent by Pioneer Intercontinental Insu

SALES AND MARKETING
Pioneer relies on its partner networks to reach the end
clients. It works with over 60 institutions including rural
banks, cooperatives, microfinance institutions and
NGO’s. For their partner’s, the company provides face
to face training modules. However, the company has
faced challenges such as a high attrition rate of sales
professionals, individual agents, financial advisors etc.
This could be one of the obstacles stemming MI
penetration levels in the country. Further, since most of
the customer data is stored as actual paper or in silo
data bases, capturing customer journey and profiles
prevents the up-selling and cross selling of products
and services.

Customer Relationship
Management Systems have
been known to increase
sales revenue by 41%
and increased customer
retention rate by 27%

Further, new customer data at times is captured manually on physical forms, which further limits
capturing and sharing customer insights with marketing teams. For example, when the company
receives a claim from a motorcycle retailer, the only information provided is the vehicles registration
number. With such limited data available, it becomes extremely challenging to understand where the
customer lives? How many family members does he have? What is the customer’s current economic
status? What does the customer do for a living? What other insurance coverage is he or she currently

availing? Collecting, cleaning and sharing this data would further increase penetration of MI products
and services allowing the company to increase volume through upselling and cross selling. In order to
overcome this challenge, the company has created and is currently implementing a digital
transformation. The company is working with local vendors to create data lakes to collect customer
information from multiple databases and to generate market intelligence and analytics reports. This
strategy could not only increase the company’s MI business line but also grow other business lines as
well. Eventually, a robust CRM tool would be created which would unlock significant untapped business
from existing and new customers.
Another major challenge is scaling market and product awareness campaigns. Cebuna Lhuillier, the
company’s biggest partner current sells approximately 1 Million policies per month from just 2000
stores. However, CL represents only 12.5% of the total number of pawnshops active in the Philippines.
This highlights a large untapped market.

DISASTER INSURANCE
Between 2013 and 2016, Pioneer has settled
approximately PHP 400 Million in claims for disaster Typhoons Across SEA and
insurance. 98% of this was towards typhoons. Pioneer, the Philippines have
launched crop insurance in 2016 to protect local
farmers, who have been hit the hardest due to intense intensified by 50% in the
weather events. However, the product has limited past 40 years due to
coverage, insuring only rice and corn and does not
cover drought or pest infestation.The company also warming seas. A 15% rise in
highlighted the challenges in disaster insurance intensity leads to a 50% rise
specially the low motivation by partners to sell a highrisk product. For example, the company paid PHP 8.8 in destructive power
Million (PHP 2.4 Million more than the premiums) due
to extreme weather events in 2017. The company also highlighted lack of policies around product
design and limited awareness about the product in vulnerable communities as factors inhibiting the
growth of disaster risk insurance

Figure 13 – Disaster Related Claims Settled by Pioneer (PHP Millions)

POLICY ENVIRONMENT
MI policies and regulations set by the IC have so far positively impacted the company. However, the
company believes that the heavy taxes on certain products restrict their adoption among price sensitive
customers. For example, under the current tax bracket, there is a 2.2 % tax levied on Life products while
Non-life products (which includes MI products) are taxed around 24-27%. This significantly increases
the price at the point of sales often being a deterrent for people at the bottom of the pyramid. Further,
high taxes also prevent new players from entering the market thus further slowing down the growth of
the market especially when competing against Cooperative Models, where there are no taxes levied on
the sale of MI products and services.
Further, the company is seeking deeper clarity policies related to the sale of insurance products via
mobile applications, websites and also to OFW’s.

MARKET COMPETITION
The company predicts a substantial increase in new players entering the market in the next 3 years.
Pioneer welcomes competition and considers them as key players in growing distribution channels and
making the sector more innovative. Direct competition includes; CLIMBS, Philam Life Insurance,
Malayan Insurance and Country Bankers Insurance Group.

TECHNOLOGY
Apart from investing in digital transformation strategy. Pioneer, is exploring using Facebook and other
social media platforms to collect and audit customer data. Currently, no mobile technologies are being
used and the company has not ventured into any Blockchain projects.

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Pioneer Foundation, focuses on investing in the education and social enterprise sector. The foundation
is continuing the TUPAD project or Tulong Pang Dunong, a program that awards ten scholarships a
year to deserving children of employees. Pioneer volunteer teams completed the Pioneer Gawad
Kalinga Village in Pandi, Bulacan in support of GK’s mission of building communities to alleviate
poverty. The Foundation actively supports programs that benefit various communities in the areas of
educational and cultural enrichment such as a Museo Pambata tie-up made during the company’s 50th
year.
Pioneer believes in ensuring its employees understand their clients and what they go through on a day
to day basis. Through, project Babad, employees irrespective of rank are expected to undertake a 5day immersion which includes actually staying with their host family, traveling to work with them and

contributing to household chores. Since the launch, 50 out of their 250 employees have participated in
the program.

MESSAGE TO GIZ AND THE MEFIN NETWORK
The Blockchain event is a good start to get the industry better acquainted with the technology. Similar
events in the future could include specific examples of how Blockchain can be implemented locally
would be value adding. Further, more research and support on agricultural and disaster risk is needed.
This would include discussions on policies, required technologies and employee skill sets.

CEBUANA LHULLIER
COMPANY BACKGROUND
Established in 1988, P.J. Lhuillier, Inc. (PJLI) is the parent company of the Cebuana Lhuillier Pawnshop.
As one of the leading and largest non-bank financial services provider in the Philippines with close to
2,500 (Out of a total of 11000 pawnshops in the country) branches nationwide the company through its
robust network of industry partners, commitment to innovation and commitment to nurture seeks to
enable more Filipinos to have access to financial solutions.
The company’s main services include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pawning
Remittances
Microinsurance
Microloans
Banking
Institutional Series
Reward Programs

CLIS offers a wide-range of microinsurance solutions
ranging from individual life and non-life insurance to group An estimated
insurance for micro and small enterprises. In additional to
its 2500 brick and mortar branches, CLIS has partnered
Filipinos are
with a diverse set of partners in the country bringing its
distribution channel to 4000 branches nationwide. This now covered by
ubiquitous physical presence in the most underserved
regions has been crucial in proliferating in the spread of microinsurance through
Microinsurance in the country. Out of the approximately 27 Cebuana Lhuillier.
Million Filipinos covered by some form of microinsurance,
CLIS accounts for almost 29% of the total. The company
-Insurance
Commission
2017 stream but
pioneered microinsurance 12 years ago with the aim of not only
developing
a new revenue
also providing access to financial security to the most vulnerable Filipinos. The company operates its
country wide microinsurance network with around 45 full time employees spread across sales, product
development, claims management and accounting team

8

million

From a total of 4.3 million policies in its first year of operations, the company
currently provides 1.1 million policies per month

PRODUCT INFORMATION AND DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS:
Among its microinsurance offerings, Alagang Cebuana Plus (ACP) Gold has been the most successful
both in terms of generating revenues and increasing microinsurance penetration. The product is
designed for individuals aged between 7 to 70 (thus increasing product understanding) and costs just
40 PHP (thus increasing wider adoption). The coverage is valid for 4 months and policy holders are
given access to life insurance, accidental death, dismemberment and disability, fire cash assistance
and unprovoked murder/assault. ACP, has been very successful in capturing a significant market share
and accounts for a majority of revenues across CLIS’s distribution channels. For the company, its
pawnshops serve as the biggest revenue generator, followed by its subsidiary Cebuana Lhuillier
Business Solutions, Direct Institutional Clients, Local Government Units and Private Schools

Figure 14 – CLIS’s Key Distribution Channels

•

•

•

The company is currently exploring partnerships with e commerce websites and with industry
associations, for example Rural Banks as potential new distribution channels. New distribution
channel partnerships would be key for reaching the goal set out by the Insurance Commission of
having 60-70% of the population covered by microinsurance by 2020.
Although, there has been a significant growth in the sale of microinsurance, currently only 40% of
pawn customers avail of the product. Reasons for low adoption include from lack of awareness and
additional cost.
The MSME’s customers of Cebunana Lhuillier, are served within 24hrs to maximum of 5 days. This
quick process enables the company to retain clients and also provides an incentive for partners to
promote microinsurance products. CLIS customers attest to this especially during the months of
February to April where incidents of fire and conflagration are at their peak.

•

•

•

CLIS has insured informal sector transport associations, students and families from indigenous
regions thus ensuring adherence to its vision i.e. To be the best and preferred micro financial and
business-to-business solutions partner with a heart
In order to further increase penetration through product diversification CLIS is also looking to
introduce a Micro-health i.e. a low-cost HMO plan in partnership with PhilHealth Insurance
Corporation.
Top 3 costs incurred by the company include Administration Costs (due to the paper-based
processes), Incentive Schemes provided to front line executives and Training Costs (due to face to
face training sessions)

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD

Figure 15 – Geographic Spread of CLIS’s Microinsurance Distribution Channels

CLAIMS SEGMENTATION

Figure 16 – Claim Segmentation for CLIS’

CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS
A majority of CLIS clients are women between the ages of
20 and 50 years of age engaged in the informal sector.
of Cebuana
Within this sector, women and children are the most
disadvantaged, hence, face greater risks. Most of these Lhuillier’s customers are
women are either house wives seeking better financial
MSME’s.
security for their families, MSME’s owners (example: Sari
Sari Shops) or lower income employees. In the Philippines,
the purpose of a woman borrowing money or seeking financial services directly benefits their families.
In contrast, men have a tendency to flaunt their wealth in social settings. CLIS has also noticed that
women are more punctual in terms of their payment dues vs men who tend to stop paying or stop
availing of financial services post their first payment cycle.

90%

Figure 17 – Gender Split for CLIS Customers

BEST PRACTICES FOR CEBUANA LHULLIER’ s SUCCESS IN DISTRIBUTION
According to Mr Jonathan Batangan, FVP and Group Head (Cebuana Lhuillier Business Solutions,
Cebuana Lhuillier Microinsurance) the top 3 best practices required to enable effective distribution in
the Philippines are:

Customer Centricity: CLIS s invests heavily in understanding customers pain points through focus
group discussions every 5 years. This allows the company to effectively map out the product lifecycle,
gain customer insights and ensure the product costs use the price based and not the cost-based
approach to price products and services. The company offers a basic non-life insurance product that
costs only PHP 25 (Approximately $0.5 USD). It covers the insured for four months, offering up to PHP
20,000 for dismemberment or accidental death.

Product Knowledge: CLIS ensures a very high level of coordination between internal and external
stakeholders to ensure sales and marketing executives are well informed about the products and
services. It does this by investing heavily in face to face training sessions which include sessions on
how to sell to people at the bottom of the pyramid. Employees are encouraged to avail the use of the
company’s products and services in order to get a first-hand experience of their advantages and
tangible benefits. Well informed employees are then able to cascade this information in a simplistic
manner to both new and existing customers.

Likeminded Partnerships: The company believes in selecting partners who share similar values. In
addition to its pawnshop network, CLIS partners with grass root NGO’s and Local Government Units to
cascade information. The company has on ongoing partnership with DSDW (Department of Social
Development and Welfare) as part of the Pantawid Pamilyang financial literacy program. Through this
partnership, CLIS aims to provide financial protection and financial literacy to the marginalized sector
and provide them access to microinsurance services.

Incentivizing Front Liners: CLIS offers competitive incentive structures to front liners to upsell and
cross sell microinsurance products to new and existing customers.

TOP 3 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR CLIS’s DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Figure 18 – CLIS’s Key Success Factors

SALES AND MARKETING
•

•

•

•

The company considers its unique selling proposition among its competitors as being a claims hub.
Customers can access any branch of the Cebuana Lhuillier anywhere in the country to submit their
claims. This kind of flexibility and customer access results in strong sales penetration.
CLIS believes strongly not just raising awareness among front liners but also ensures customer
immersion to understand their struggles, way of life and needs. Through regular focus group
discussions with customers in the most far flung regions the company is able to generate valuable
insights to ensure all sales and marketing communication is fit for its target audience. Further,
multiple face to face trainings enable sales staff to be equipped with product details and updates on
new services.
Currently, there is no formally way to measure customer satisfaction levels however the company
believes it has a customer retention rate of 60%. This is due to bundling the microinsurance products
along with its other services but also due to the brands reputation to process claims within 24 hrs.
For example, during a recent conflagration event the company deployed executives and set up a
temporary claims center in the affected area. Claims of victims were settled within 24 hours and this
process was supported by allowing flexibility in the KYC documents submitted by customers.
Due to the high investments tied to BTL (Below the Line) and training activities marketing budgets
are around 15% of total revenues.

DIASTER INSURANCE
AXA and CLIS in partnership with DTI teamed up to provide
a comprehensive disaster risk insurance geared towards
micro, small and medium enterprises. The product provides
property insurance for natural disaster such as fire,
lightening, typhoons and floods but also included additional
benefits for owners and employees.

MSMEs make up around

95% of all industries
in the Philippines and
account for 65% of

The Micro DRI product would have very affordable premium
of at least PHP 1000/annually or require a premium of less the labor force
than PHP 1/day. The product will be supported with an
emergency button mobile application allowing the user to send out a distress notification to the closest
kin or connected emergency services.Since its pilot launch in 2018, the Mirco Biz Protect has insured
about 10,000 individuals. MSME’s provide approximately 36% of government income. Additionally, a
recent GIZ report highlighted that 25% of MSME’s do not reopen operations post a major disaster
making a strong case for fast-tracking product, service and policy development. DTI will conduct literacy
trainings and roadshows across the country to build up the financial resilience and business continuity
plans.

AGRICULTURE INSURANCE
The company is also currently studying Micro Agricultural insurance. However, one of the challenges
that exist for is the lack of pricing strategy data. The second challenge is the high risk associated with
the agricultural sector. To overcome the risk, the company is exploring a partnership model wherein the
product would be bundled with products of an agricultural input supplier such as fertilizer, seeds,
machinery suppliers.
CLIS is currently in talks with PCIC (Philippines Crop Insurance Corporation) to create embedded
products, develop penetration strategies and foster a policy dialogue with regulators. CL is also
exploring index-based solutions but have not conducted inhouse research on it. Since, there is limited
policy information and no existing provider, index based microinsurance product development is still at
a nascent stage. Additionally, no study to calculate the risks and to assess actual loss has been done
yet which serves as an additional deterrent for entering into this space especially since the Philippines
experiences on average 20 typhoons per year.

MARKET COMPETITION AND INNOVATION
CLIS predicts rapid growth of other pawnshop’s such as MLhullier and Palawan Pawnshops as primary
competition in the coming months. Further, the company anticipates fintech companies not so such as
a threat but as an opportunity to leverage future technologies for microinsurance services.
Data analytics will be playing a bigger role for the company as acquiring and integrating customer
information would be key to further increase penetration levels in the Philippines. Harnessing customer
journey data would allow cross selling and upselling of different products and services. The company
has also experimented with Drone technologies to provide claim processing services to the most remote
communities as well as to communities affected by a disaster.

POLICY AND REGULATION
1. Taxes: The government imposes the following taxes from non-life insurance holders: 12% VAT, a
12.5% documentary stamp tax, a 2% fire service tax, and a 0.15% to 0.75% local government tax.
Recommendation: These taxes are also imposed to Microinsurance products, thus, increasing the
premiums to 27.5%. The premiums will be more affordable if these taxes are levelled to what is
imposed to life insurance which is only at 5%.
2. Anti-Money Laundering Act: Under Republic Act 9160 (Anti-Money Laundering Act) which
imposes that banks and other financial institutions including pawnshops to ensure that premiums
collected are from legitimate source, thus, requiring information such as customer’s name,
address, nature of employment or livelihood, date and place of birth, nationality, and contact
numbers.
Recommendation: The Microinsurance transactions, due to its low amount, has low possibility to
be a laundering mechanism. Thus, the current KYC requirements should be loosened up with
consideration of the cost-benefit criterion and the almost no risk for money laundering.
3. Capitalization requirements for insurance companies will be at PHP1.3 billion (US$25.2 million) by
December 2022.
Recommendation: A risk-based capitalization approach can be implemented instead of requiring
all insurance companies to have PHP1.3 billion. The capitalization requirement will be lower for
those who are willing to focus the business on providing Microinsurance to the masses as it means
lower amounts of premiums and policies

CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY
Through the Cebuana Lhuillier Foundation, Inc. (CLFI), the company invests to provide povertyalleviation measures to underserved and disadvantaged individuals and sectors nationwide. Since its
incorporation, CLFI has undertaken numerous projects under five key programs:
1) Nationwide Scholarship Program which now has around 300 scholarship slots nationwide and has
so far produced 537 graduates, 162 with honors
2) Nationwide Nutrition Program (giving daily food and vitamins to over 4,000 preschoolers in 80-day
care centers nationwide
3) Outreach Program consisting of regular outreach to PGH Cancer Institute, Golden Acres Home for
the Aged and Reception and Study Center for Children, and relief operations for victims of national
calamities
4) Cultural and Spiritual Enhancement Program
5) Special Projects such as the 3-year Create-a-Business Contests
In 2017, CLFI launched seven new Alternative
Learning System (ALS) centers thus increasing the The World Health
current number of its ALS centers to 73 nationwide. Organization, states that
These centers are equipped with complete teaching
equipment and materials and include specialized there around 800,000 cases
modules on livelihood, financial literacy, disaster of depression post typhoon
resiliency,
sports
development,
and
ICT
competitiveness. Moving forward in 2019, CLFI will Haiyan in 2013
be focusing more on disaster risk and relief
management projects with governments, NGO’s and civil society groups. The company has also
emphasized acknowledging the Psychosocial impact of disasters on individuals would play a crucial
role for building resilience in the country.

MESSAGE TO GIZ AND THE MEFIN NETWORK
•

•

The blockchain event is a good start but will need to be followed with providing specific
implementation steps. CLIS suggest GIZ look into a sandbox approach to develop working
prototypes for Insure-tech products.
GIZ, also needs to provide a continuous literacy campaign since the awareness levels about the
microinsurance is still quite low.

RURAL BANKS (AS REPRESENTED BY RURAL BANKERS
ASSOCIATION OF THE PHILIPPINES)
ORGANISATION BACKGROUND
RBAP was founded in 1955 as a non-incorporated association of rural financial institutions. Currently,
RBAP consists 453 Rural Banks out of which 50% are banks with just 5 branches serving communities
in lower tier 2 and below municipalities in the Philippines. RBAP’s mission aims to support the ability of
its members to offer quality banking services to all their constituencies, comply with regulatory
requirements, and to promote the welfare of the communities in which they operate.
The competitive advantage of RBAP’s customers is granting relationship lending to small-sized
enterprises particularly those belonging near agricultural belts. Unlike traditional big banks, rural banks
have the advantage of being community-based which allows them to be both affordable and have
intimate knowledge on their target demographic. This local knowledge allows them to tap market
opportunities and manage credit risk effectively.

The Rural Banking
Sector held a combined
PHP 238

Billion in

assets
-BSP 2018 Report

MARKET SNAPSHOT
The Agri-Agra Reform Credit Act (2009) mandates banks to allot at least 10% of total loanable funds to
agrarian reform beneficiaries and 15% to farmers and fisherfolk. BSP data has provided that only rural
banks and cooperative banks, have consistently managed to meet the required quota. In terms of reach
BSP data further mentioned that the number of branches was on an uptrend from 2,956 (March 2018)
to 2,972 (June 2018). This showcases the continued success of rural banks in the Philippines.
Additionally, the number of ‘branch lites’ and ‘agencies of banks’ (BSP Circular Nos. 987 and 940) have
also increased to 1,690 branch-lite units, 926 rural banks and 138 micro-banking offices thus the
increasing the distribution capacity of rural banks to address the financial requirements of the unbanked.
This healthy growth and proximity to agricultural and fishing communities allows Rural Banks to extend
financial literacy training, financial services and products including microinsurance.

Figure 19 – Rural Banks Industry Growth

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD
In terms of reach, RBAP’s members are well spread
across NCR, Central Luzon, CALABARZON, The number of banks per
MIMAROPA and Bicol region. With 120 banks, Region 10,000 adults in the NCR is
4 and 5 have the highest concentration followed by
Regions 3 to 20 and Region 1 to 12. Out of all the estimated at 3.6 (2010-2015)
regions Mindanao stands as the least banked but with compared to only one bank
maximum opportunity in the Philippines. However,
recent armed conflict and regional instability has per 100,000 adults in ARMM
further stemmed the promulgation of financial services for the same period - BSP
in the region. Further, limited shariah compliant
financial services in the area adds to lower adoption levels. The five-year Philippine Development Plan
includes a roadmap on Islamic finance development plans in accordance with the national strategy on
inclusive growth and would open up access for the 10 million to 15 million Muslims to microinsurance.
In terms of industry, 46% of the MSMEs in Mindanao are engaged in wholesale or retail trade, 13.5%
are in accommodation and food service activities and 12.5% are into manufacturing. The rest are in
information and communication, financial and insurance activities, agriculture, forestry and fishing,
mining, construction, utilities, education, and other types of industries thus making Mindanao a strong
market for RBAP’s members

Figure 20 – Geographic Spread of RBAP’s Microinsurance Distribution Channels

CUSTOMER DEMOGRAPHICS
Out of Rural Bank’s total number of customers, 80% of policy holders are women and are spread across
rice, meat and dairy farming sectors. Policy holders also include smaller business associated with the
agricultural sector such as packaging, processing and transportation. The high number of women policy
holders could be owed to the inherent risks present in the informal sector. These risks could be either
predictable or unpredictable. For women, predictable risks are associated with life cycle events such
as education, pregnancy, marriage, housing and tend to erode household income. Additionally,
unpredictable risks such as disasters, injury, theft, illness etc. could further exacerbate household net
worth increasing the vulnerability of women engaged in the informal sector.

Figure 21 – Customer Demographics of Rural Banks

SALES AND MARKETING
Rural Banks unique selling proposition is its ability to serve the last mile. The network is able to
penetrate remote areas through its 453 institutional members. These members in turn recruit marketing
and sales staff to further reach individual households to promote and sell microinsurance. Most
microinsurance products are bundled with microloans which reduces risks for both the bank and the
customer but also acts as a motivator for the client. Awareness among both bank owners and customers
seems to be one of the biggest reasons for low penetration in this sector. Further, rural banking
customers have a negative connotation of life insurance as they associate it with death and mortality.
Hence Non-Life microinsurance products are more widely accepted in these regions.

RBAP highlights that the current messaging is not suited for people at the bottom of the pyramid. Selling
to the poor is a challenge for the banks as they do not have strong marketing departments, have limited
resources for raising awareness and have little to no incentives for selling microinsurance. Most rural
banks are now exploring opportunities in the ecommerce and remittance space. Additionally, since the
biggest distribution cost is people, scaling up awareness among communities and staff continue to be
challenging unless addressed through innovative techniques such as eLearning digital campaigns and
increasing telecommunication connectivity. RBAP also highlighted that most rural banks do not even
mention microinsurance on their websites. Current marketing costs for RBAP stand at around 7% to
10% of annual budgets.
The origination views the following as market threats:
•
•
•
•

Organizational readiness of members to invest in technology
Competition from pawnshops
Disruptions from new technologies such as block chain
Entry of multinational players in the space

TOP 3 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR RURAL BANKS DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Figure 22 – RBAP’s Key Success Factors

POLICY ENVIRONMENT
1. Republic Act 11057 (2018): A description such
as ‘all personal property,’ ‘all equipment,’ ‘all
inventory,’ or ‘all personal property within a generic
category’ of the grantor is sufficient,” stating that a
description of a collateral shall be considered
sufficient, whether be it specific or general, as long
as it reasonably identifies the collateral.

52.8 million Filipinos
don’t have bank accounts,
with 60% of them saying
they don’t have enough
money to open one.

Impact: According to RBAP, this policy would be -BSP
beneficial in both increasing microinsurance
distribution and reducing the barriers to entry for low income individuals by boosting access to
MSME’s including farmers and fisherfolks. According to the DOF the low would enable borrowers to
secure financing using nontraditional collateral, such as account receivables, inventory, warehouse
receipts, crops, livestock and equipment. Further the bill will result in lower borrowing costs, reduced
default risk, lower the rate of nonperforming loans, encourage more Filipinos to open bank accounts
and boost entrepreneurship.

2. CIRCULAR NO. 683 Series of 2010 (Marketing, Sale and Servicing of
Microinsurance Products):
Impact: A rural, cooperative or thrift bank, including its authorized branch/es, extension office/sand
other banking offices (OBOs) is given the authority to distribute Microinsurance products.

3. Tax Policy for Value Added Tax on Non-Life Insurance products is at 12%
Impact: Rural Bank clients, coming from the low-income sector, are price sensitive. The insurance
premium is usually deducted from the total loan and the 12% tax rate can be reduced to increase
the value of net amount received by the borrower. RBAP recommends dropping the tax rate to
7%-8% to enable lower premiums for customers thus increasing microinsurance penetration.

4. Inclusive Finance Development Program
Impact: Under the IFDP, government would continue and upgrade these reforms by allocating
enough funds for the national ID system; implementing an enhanced economic and financial
learning program and initiatives to increase the share of digital payments. The program would also
issue regulations to enable a rural bank to migrate its physical core banking system to a cloudbased system.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
RBAP considers blockchain still at its infancy. Something that might be useful in the future but currently
unrequired for its members. There are doubts about data security and industry readiness associated
with it. Only 3-4 of its members are only aware about the technology. Union bank is working on a block
chain pilot project with the objective to connect rural banks in the same way Bancnet and SWIFT link
ledger lenders. Six rural banks have been selected to run this pilot with the goal of reducing transactions
steps from 3 to 20. Project i2i was approved by BSP earlier this year and currently the sandbox
approach is being employed for improving access to microfinance and reducing KYC processing time.
Union bank is aiming to triple its blockchain programmer workforce to around 100 by the end of 2018.
RBAP however cautioned that technology is only an enabler and focus should be on the education
levels for new technologies and understanding the technology readiness of the organization. Further,
the skepticism rural banks harbor with regards to data sharing is another barrier to deploy technologybased applications. BHF, Quezon Capital and One Network Banks were mentioned as front runners in
employing data management platforms and mobile applications to scale up operations in rural districts.
CHALLENGES
•

•

Lack of data is one of the biggest hurdles for RBAP.
This problem is exacerbated by the lack of Vietnam has 70,000 cell
technology and hesitation by rural banks to share sites today and China has
data with the association. For example, prior to
conducting an awareness campaign if RBAP had the over a million cell sites,
answers to question such as demographics, compared to just 16,400
audience awareness levels on microinsurance,
average foot traffic in wet markets in the area, cell sites in the Philippines.
number of MSME’s in the area etc. it would enable
better targeting and messaging.
Emerging internet and mobile technologies present opportunities to widen coverage at reduced
costs however due to the poor rural area coverage by telco’s coupled with high a cost per megabit
per second averaging $18.18 (global average is $5.21) pose as major hinderances to improving
access.

MESSAGE TO GIZ AND THE MEFIN NETWORK
•
•
•

RBAP recommends GIZ to sponsor more trainings to more regions. Microinsurance awareness in
rural areas is still very poor and require more BTL (Below the line) programs.
RBAP requires assistance on training the trainers at Rural Bank which includes staff and
coordinators on microinsurance products.
RBAP would require specific information on how Blockchain can be implemented in the
microinsurance sector; which process, how it will be one, which steps need to be taken first, what
data and skills set will be needed by rural banks etc. require answers.

1 COOPERATIVE INSURANCE SYSTEM OF THE PHILIPPINES
ORGANISATION BACKGROUND
Established in 1974, 1CISP was organized to promote and engage in the service of life insurance as a
cooperative. It is operating nationwide with, insuring mostly the underprivileged and farmers of the
country. The company is regulated by two Government Agencies; the Insurance Commission (IC) and
the Cooperative Development Authority (CDA). As of 2018, the company has 3000 members and
provides approximately 950,000 policies annually.
Products and Services Offered:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Loan Payment Protection Insurance
Group Yearly Renewable Term
Group Basic Life Insurance Security System
Student Insurance Plan
Savings Incentive Insurance
Personal Accident Insurance Card (I-Card)

DISTRIBUTION CHANNEL GEOGRAPHIC SPREAD
1CISP has 12 regional offices strategically located across the country 5 in Luzon, 4 in Visayas and 3 in
Mindanao. Additionally, the company has set up a new branch in Cagayan de Oro in 2018.

Figure 23 – Number of 1CIS Regional Branches

DEMOGRAPHICS

Figure 24 – Customer Demographics of 1CISP

SALES GROWTH
1CISP grew its asset size from PHP 240 Million in 2013 to PHP 2 Billion in 2018.

Figure 25 – Gross Policy Revenue for Top 5 Cooperatives (PHP Millions 2017)

1CISP’s exponential is attributed to the following:
1) Management Restructuring: The company restructured its board of directors by cutting it by
50% in addition to reducing the number of employees. This organizational structure enabled the
company to reduce cost, improve operational efficiency and focus on increasing its country wide
reach. Currently the company’s operating costs are around 13%, which allows for substantial
investments in innovation and increasing shareholder value.
2) Operational Efficiency: Through the use of in-house ICT technologies and a strong management
team, the company provides fast and reliable services to its members. Currently, the 1CISP
manages its 3000 active members with just 100 employees and 38 marketing personnel, who are
work on an incentive-based salary structure. The company also provides its members with training,
support and digital tools to ensure individual members are served quickly. Claims processing
between 1CISP and its member cooperatives takes 3-5 days while processing between the
cooperative (KIN) and an individual member takes 1-2 days. Further, since the company provides
only training and support to its members operating costs such as KYC checks, marketing and selling
are all passed to the KIN.
3) Share Holder Value: Since the company has low operating costs, the surplus working capital is
re-invested into increasing shareholder value. This is done by investing in new digital innovations,
developing new products and services or by increasing member dividends. This year the company
doled 12% dividends to its members.

TOP 3 KEY SUCCESS FACTORS FOR 1CISP’s DISTRIBUTION CHANNELS

Figure 26 – Key Success Factors for 1CISP

POLICY AND REGULATIONS
1. IC-CDA-SEC 01-2010 & 02-2010 - Government’s Policies on Informal Insurance Activities
Formalization of Informal Insurance Activities
Impact: Due to the growth of the Microfinance sector and their informal insurance activities that
increased the concerns on covariant risk, financial stability of MFIs, and consumer protection, the
Government issued these policies to require that all those provide informal insurance choose the
following:
• Option 1: partner-agent arrangement
• Option 2: join in CIS or MI-MBA
• Option 3: set up an insurance entity
This resulted to increased engagement with licensed insurers.

2. IC Circular 2015-54- Adoption and implementation of Enhanced Microinsurance
Regulatory Framework
Impact:
• Reinsurance provisions are duly established
• Accountability on product bundling was established
• Clarity on the roles and responsibilities of intermediaries and distribution channels were laid out

3. CIRCULAR NO. 683 Series of 2010 Marketing, Sale and Servicing of
Microinsurance Products
Impact: A rural, cooperative or thrift bank, including its authorized branch/es, extension office/s and
other banking offices (OBOs) is given the authority to distribute Microinsurance products

4. CL 6-2011 Approval of Training Programs and Licensing
Impact: Simplified the training of Microinsurance agents.

TECHNOLOGY AND INNOVATION
1CISP is currently working with Traxion, a company using enterprise grade blockchain to optimize
transaction management. The project is aimed to protype a customized eWallet for various internal and
external customers. The prototype will also include the creation of smart contracts to improve security
and reduce transaction times for its members. 1CISP is also piloting a project to provide its members
subsidized smart phones which will carry pre-installed mobile applications to enable customers to
transact digitally.

MESSAGE TO GIZ AND THE MEFIN NETWORK
•
•
•

RBAP recommends GIZ to sponsor more trainings to more regions. Microinsurance awareness in
rural areas is still very poor and require more BTL (Below the line) programs.
RBAP requires assistance on training the trainers at Rural Bank which includes staff and
coordinators on microinsurance products.
RBAP would require specific information on how Blockchain can be implemented in the
microinsurance sector; which process, how it will be one, which steps need to be taken first, what
data and skills set will be needed by rural banks etc. require answers.

RECOMMENDATIONS
•

Although, millennials and Gen Z are currently not the target market for microinsurance products and
services, there is value in tapping younger customers. 52% of the Philippines population is under
the age of 25 (Indexmundi). Moving forward, the market players could explore strategies to
understand this segment and develop related strategies to target younger clients. Global trends
report on millennials attitude towards homeownership and transportation have drastically changed.
Millennials are also twice as likely compared to other generations to purchase and interact with
insurance companies online, this suggests a that industry players should look to online strategies to
engage new customers. With smart phone usage to rise to 40% of total population in 2 years
(statista) and with almost 50 Million Facebook users in the Philippines, it is imperative the industry
accelerate its efforts to attract younger clients.

•

Exploration of Blockchain technologies is essential for the sector to ensure relevance in the next 5
years. Blockchain can enable trust between peers to increase transparency especially in remote
areas in the Philippines and reduce the governmental bureaucracy to make geographic limitations
irrelevant. Industry players should explore partnerships with incubator programs, Startups etc. and
initiate pilot projects using Blockchain technologies.

•

As the MI sector increase, scaling capacity building programs and trainings for partners and
individuals’ agents will lead to increase in overheads and reduce learning efficiencies. The industry
should explore online Learning Management Solutions, which would not enable remote learning but
also provide learning outcome data to the companies and regulators. E-learning solutions would
allow companies to quickly deploy new products and updates to a large network efficiently. For
example, some of the stakeholders interviewed for this report cited challenges with onboarding and
induction, engaging employees, cascading sales and product knowledge. Another challenge is
language capabilities. Further almost all communication down the line requires local and regional
dialects. This would include communication between branch staff, with customers and with front line
staff. LMS platforms can be customized to host a multiple language feature. Face 2 Face meetings
have their limitations in addressing these challenges and a digital Leaning Management Platform
would enable an adaptive, language compatible and customizable solution to augment the learning
experience. An E-learning system is also capable of converting existing teaching material into an
interactive module which can track learner performance and productivity. It is important to note that
LMS systems are designed to augment traditional learning methods not replacing it. Trainers can
focus on creating and updating content, review learner progress and making corrections to the
program to ensure a continuous and immersive experience. An LMS can even be configured into a
community of practice, where learners can access membership based or subscription-based
learning content. As a next step, organizations should collaborate with an E Learning or LMS
provider to pilot a system for a specific region.

•

Industry players should invest in CRM solutions tailored specially for MI clients. These solutions
could be linked with customers social media platforms to provide valuable insights on customer
journey. Microinsurance customers are pegged to grow in the coming years to an estimated 16
Million households by 2020. In order to generate more value from this growth capturing key insights
on customer data and buying behavior is imperative. Customer Relationship Management tools
place the customer as the focal point and cater to their specific needs, increase satisfaction levels
and thus maximize profits for the company. Further, the centralization of data allows integration with
different business units in the company providing a holistic view of the customers information and
profile. This centralization would enable cross selling and upselling thus increasing customer
retention. Digital systems would allow organizations to quickly evolve and remain relevant in local
markets Financial institutions such as Private Banks have significantly increased revenues and
reduced cost by implementing CRM systems. Currently, there are multiple off the shelf subscriptionbased CRM systems available and organizations should begin the process of creating a data
centralization strategy for their customers in 2019.

•

Facebook is the internet in the Philippines. Since July 2018, FB has tweaked its algorithm to
incentive online groups. The company should look into digital marketing strategies to tap newer
distribution channels and also increase awareness among younger generations. By leveraging
social networks, companies can foster deeper, more personal relationships, resulting in more
profitable and loyal customers.

•

Telecommunication network reach is one of the major enablers for scaling mobile based microinsurance. Among its neighbors, Philippines has one of the slowest but most expensive internet
connectivity ($57/Month for high speed internet). This is in part due to government red tape, lack of
incentive to spend by Globe and Smart’s monopoly and to some extent geography. Insurance
Commissions Circular Letter No 2018-07 enhanced the use of mobile phones as an alternative
distribution channel, however high internet cost would still prevent economically challenged
individuals from accessing mobile applications and fin-tech services thus limiting the spread of
microinsurance. The quickest way to reduce prices is to allow for more competition in the
telecommunication sector by bringing in local and international players. China Telecom was recently
selected as the third telecom provider; however, the country needs to increase the competitiveness
of the industry to make internet accessible to all. Vietnam, which has a population similar to the
Philippines has 6 mobile network operators. This by default reduces prices and increases access to
a larger segment of the population.
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